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1 INTRODUCTION

The error messages generated by the Rust compiler (rustc) are useful for developers to identify and diagnose suspicious code segments. Complementing the compiler, linters can also play an important role in promoting the adherence to certain coding style conventions and best practices. Prominent linters utilized in the Rust ecosystem include Clippy [1] and Rustfmt [2]. Among them, the Rust community particularly emphasizes on the importance of heeding the warnings provided by Clippy to mitigate common errors and promote the adoption of idiomatic conventions. Clippy provides a set of more than 600 lints in addition to the built-in rustc lints. These lints are divided into nine distinct categories that address correctness and style aspects. Each category is assigned a default lint level, namely Allow, Warn, or Deny, indicating the severity with which the lints are reported.

Nevertheless, there is a conspicuous absence of research examining the impact of Clippy in real-world Rust projects, despite similar studies being conducted for other programming languages like Python [6]. Consequently, the distribution of warnings and the prevalence of specific warnings in idiomatic projects remain unclear. It is important to emphasize that the adoption of varying conventions by different projects may lead to the selection of distinct subsets of available lint rules for gate-keeping purposes. Therefore, it is imperative to undertake such studies to provide valuable guidance and insights for developers, ultimately improving code quality and best practices within the Rust ecosystem. Moreover, investigating developers’ perceptions and responses to Clippy’s warnings would be invaluable in comprehending the practical application of Clippy and promoting its widespread adoption.

Similar studies [3] conducted for other linters have provided helpful insights, but none have specifically addressed how developers evaluate the effectiveness of Clippy’s warnings in their projects and how they treat these warnings. Additionally, the types of Clippy warnings that developers typically configure or prioritize in their projects remain uncertain. Understanding these preferences and configurations is crucial in optimizing Clippy’s impact and catering to developers’ specific needs and coding conventions. Lastly, exploring lint violations and their resolutions is not an unfamiliar research direction [4], it is interesting to study the measures to fix Clippy warnings. While Clippy is more capable of identifying and raising alerts for security threats than rustc, its reports may not be accurate or complete.

To address these unresolved problems, we first conducted a landscape study to analyze the distribution of Clippy warnings across all projects hosted at crates.io, along with a longitudinal survey examining the evolution of warnings in four representative official Rust projects. Our observations revealed a highly skewed distribution of warnings, with over 50% of warnings attributed to the top-1 lints, and over 80% of warnings identified by the top-5 lints. This raised uncertainty regarding the automatic resolution of these high-frequency warnings. Furthermore, we observed that certain projects clearly adopt gate-keeping practices, incorporating Clippy as part of their CI/CD process to ensure code with minimal warnings before committing, while others do not follow such practices. Consequently, the rationale behind adopting Clippy as a gate-keeping step, particularly concerning its auto-fix capabilities, remained ambiguous.

Following these observations, we performed a user survey on the usage of Clippy in real-world Rust projects. The responses revealed that Clippy is indeed regarded as a valuable linter. However, Clippy is frequently not selected as the gate-keeper in continuous integration due to the high false positives and limited automated fixes for most warnings.

Finally, to foster the auto-fix capabilities for Clippy warnings, we proposed three promising strategies through the combination of rule transformation, direct integration of fix operations into Clippy, and the development of specialized shell script. They offer effective means for developers to remove warnings. It is worth noting that, to the best of our knowledge, we are the first to tackle this specific issue. As a result, the warning density in Rosetta benchmarks has significantly decreased from 195/KLOC to an impressive 18/KLOC, already lower than the average density (21/KLOC) of the crates-io Rust projects.
2 METHODS AND RESULTS

RQ1. Data Mining How many warnings exist in the Rust development landscape? How are they distributed over warning types? Are they fixed by developers?

We developed a tool to detect warning messages of types. The analysis of over 8 million warnings from the crates.io code landscape reveals a significant imbalance in the distribution of warning types. Additionally, the longitudinal study highlights that while some projects have made commendable efforts in reducing Clippy warnings, others have chosen to overlook these warnings, raising questions about the adoption of best practices.

RQ2. User Survey Is Clippy considered a useful linter in real-world projects? What are the key factors that obstruct the widespread adoption of Clippy?

We conducted a user survey with aim to answer this. Totally, we gathered a total of 31 responses from developers with varying levels of expertise in rust programming, as self-assessed by the participants. From our responses, we found two key points. Clippy is regarded valuable for real-world projects, especially for adhering to coding practices and style guides. However, its widespread adoption is mainly hampered by false positives and less effective warning auto-fix techniques.

RQ3. Auto Fixes How to fix high-frequency Clippy lints to reduce the warning density for benchmarks?

We present three viable approaches to effectively mitigate the occurrence of the four most frequent types of warnings found in the Rosseta Rust dataset, as identified in CRustS [5]. The first approach involves the utilization of rule transformation, wherein we manually constructed TXL rules to reduce the arithmetic_side_effects warnings. Subsequently, we propose a modification to Clippy’s existing functionalities, aiming to seamlessly integrate a warning fix operation directly into Clippy itself to fully eliminate default_numeric_fallback warnings. Thirdly, we devised shell commands to alleviate the two common types of warnings: undocumented_unsafe_blocks and missing_debug_implementations.

We collected the number of warnings using Clippy, the total lines of code, and computed the KLOC for three Rust variations of the Rosseta dataset: c2rust, CRustS, and the refactored data using our three automated approaches. The performance change statistics are presented in Table 1, which demonstrate the effectiveness of our warning fixes, reducing the number of warnings from 9704 in c2rust to 812 using our methods. Particularly noteworthy is the significant decrease in warning density from 195/KLOC in c2rust to an impressive 18/KLOC after applying our methods, already lower than the average density of 21 KLOC observed in crates.io Rust projects. We carefully examined 100 programs (around 1/3 of all programs) to ensure their functional correctness. As we move forward, we plan to expand this verification process to include more programs for a thorough examination.

Table 2 presents how our approach had a significant impact on the four top common types of warnings before and after using the CRustS dataset. It was exciting to witness the substantial effectiveness of our approach in reducing warnings on the CRustS baseline, even though the dataset already had fewer warnings compared to c2rust. All four types of warnings experienced significant decreases. We observed that CRustS improved the safety of c2rust by sinking the "unsafe" on function identifiers into the function body, which reduced the ratio of unsafe functions but increased the ratio of unsafe blocks. As a result, the "undocumented_unsafe_blocks" warnings from CRustS (806) were more than those from c2rust (325). However, our script managed to greatly decrease this type of warning (5), further enhancing the safety of CRustS by alleviating warnings. Moreover, we successfully eliminated all instances of the default_numeric_fallback warnings, which showcases the inspiring effectiveness of our study.

3 CONCLUSION

In this work, we have conducted the first study of Clippy’s impact to real-world Rust projects, unearthing the distribution of warnings and revealing user feedback to Clippy. As a result, we proposed three effective solutions to fix Clippy warnings that could not be automatically removed via its auto-fix functionality, which foster Clippy’s wider adoption to enhance the safety and idiomaticity of Rust programs.
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